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Abstract. The QCD equation of state at finite temperature and densi-
ties of conserved charges is considered in the framework of a Hagedorn
bag-like model, incorporating both the finite sizes of hadrons as well as
their exponential mass spectrum. Augmented with non-zero masses of
quarks and gluons in the bag spectrum, the model yields a fair quanti-
tative description of lattice data on thermodynamic functions, the con-
served charges susceptibilities, and Fourier coefficients of net-baryon den-
sity. Both at zero and finite baryon densities a broad crossover transi-
tion between hadronic and quark-gluon matter is observed. The model
thus provides a thermodynamically consistent construction of a crossover
equation of state for finite baryon number, electric charge and strangeness
chemical potentials, which can be used in fluid dynamical simulations of
heavy-ion collisions.
1 Introduction
The known hadron mass spectrum [1] is consistent with an exponential increase
at large masses, as first suggested by Hagedorn long time ago [2]. Other evidence
for Hagedorn states comes from analyses of QCD thermodynamics [3,4] and
transport properties [5] in the vicinity of the chiral pseudocritical temperature
Tpc, as well as from their role as a possible explanation of fast equilibration of
hadrons in heavy-ion collisions [6,7]. The Hagedorn states have recently been
implemented into transport codes, as an alternative to the string mechanism of
hadron production [8,9].
The class of Hagedorn bag-like models for the QCD equation of state (EoS)
has been constructed starting from the early 80s [10], offering perhaps the first
example of a framework which realizes a transition between hadronic matter
and QGP. One crucial ingredient there is an exponential spectrum of Hagedorn
states, realized in the framework of the MIT bag model [11,12]. Coupled with
an introduction of finite eigenvolumes [13,14], this allows to obtain a first-order,
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second-order, or a crossover transition in the gas of spatially extended quark-
gluon bags, with thermodynamic properties at high temperatures being similar
to the MIT bag model equation of state [15,16,17,18]. In contrast to many com-
mon constructions of the parton-hadron transition (see e.g. [19,20]), the transi-
tion in the Hagedorn model is described within a single partition function.
A comparison of the Hagedorn model crossover EoS with lattice QCD ther-
modynamics at µB = 0 has first been considered in Ref. [21]. General qualitative
features were found to be compatible with lattice QCD, although a quantitative
description is lacking. A more recent study [22] has achieved a semi-quantitative
description of the lattice data by introducing quasiparticle-type quarks and glu-
ons with non-zero masses into the bag spectrum. This work reports on the recent
advances in that direction, with a focus on finite chemical potentials of conserved
charges.
2 Model
The Hagedorn bag-like model comprises of a statistical mechanics treatment of
a multi-component system of non-overlapping particles which have finite sizes.
The particles carry integer values of the three QCD conserved charges: baryon
number, electric charge, and strangeness. The number of particle species with
a particular mass m, eigenvolume v, and conserved charges b, q, and s is char-
acterized by a mass-volume density ρ(m, v; b, q, s). A generalized mass-volume
density of states which depends on the chemical potentials is given by a Fourier
transform of ρ(m, v; b, q, s):
ρ(m, v;µB , µQ, µS) =
∞∑
b,q,s=−∞
e
bµB
T e
qµQ
T e
sµS
T ρ(m, v; b, q, s). (1)
The density of states consists of two contributions, ρ = ρH + ρQ. Here
ρH(m, v;µB , µQ, µS) =
∑
i∈pdg
e
biµB
T e
qiµQ
T e
siµS
T di δ(m−mi) δ(v − vi). (2)
is the discrete part of the particle spectrum, consisting of the low-mass, estab-
lished hadrons and resonances listed in Particle Data Tables [1]. mi and di are
the ith species’ mass and degeneracy, respectively, and vi = mi/(4B) is its bag-
model motivated eigenvolume. B is the bag constant, which will be specified
later.
The continuum part of the particle spectrum is ρQ. It corresponds to the
exponential spectrum of quark-gluon bags, evaluated assuming bags filled with
non-interacting quarks and gluons with constant masses [12,23,22]:
ρQ(m, v;µB , µQ, µS) = C v
γ (m−Bv)δ exp
{
4
3 [σQ(µB , µQ, µS) v]
1
4 (m−Bv) 34
}
×θ(v − V0) θ(m−Bv −M0). (3)
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Here σQ(µB , µQ, µS) is three times the pressure of an ideal gas of massive quarks
and gluons. C, γ, δ, V0 and M0 are model parameters. The values of the expo-
nents γ and δ determine the nature of the transition between hadrons and QGP.
The different possibilities were categorized in Ref. [24]. In the following we only
consider the crossover case.
To evaluate the system pressure one needs to incorporate the eigenvolume
effects. This is achieved through the isobaric ensemble [10]. For the case of a
crossover transition the resulting pressure is given by a transcendental equa-
tion [22]:
p(T, µB , µQ, µS) = T
∑
i∈pdg
di φ(T,m) exp
(
biµB + qiµQ + siµS
T
)
exp
(
− mip
4BT
)
+
C
pi
T 5+4δ [σQ]
δ+ 12 [B + σQT
4]
3
2
(
T
p− pB
)γ+δ+3
Γ
[
γ + δ + 3,
(p− pB)V0
T
]
.(4)
Here Γ is the incomplete Gamma function. Equation (4) is solved numerically.
3 Results
For calculations we use the following parameter set:
γ = 0, δ = −2, B1/4 = 250 MeV, C = 0.03 GeV4, V0 = 4 fm3, (5)
mu = md = 300 MeV, ms = 350 MeV, mg = 800 MeV. (6)
These parameter values were obtained in Ref. [22] by constraining the model to
lattice QCD thermodynamics at µB = 0, yielding a reasonable description of the
lattice data on thermodynamic functions, conserved charges susceptibilities, and
Fourier coefficients of net-baryon density (see Ref. [22] for the agreement level).
We emphasize now, that the present Hagedorn model is defined not only for
zero chemical potentials, but also for finite values of µB , µQ, and µS . Here we
explore the structure and behavior of the model at finite baryon density, some-
thing which was not done before in this framework quantitatively. In the present
work we let µQ = µS = 0 and perform calculations for finite µB values only.
The left panel of Fig. 1 depicts the µB/T dependence of the pressure along the
T = 155 MeV isotherm. The pressure is scaled by the corresponding value in
the Stefan-Boltzmann (SB) limit of 3-flavor QCD – the expected µB →∞ limit.
The pressure of the Hagedorn model exhibits a consistent approach towards the
SB limit at large µB/T . The behavior is smooth in the entire range of µB/T
values considered. For comparison we also depict the pressure by using a Tay-
lor expansion truncated at O(µ4B), with expansion coefficients taken from the
lattice data [25]. The truncated Taylor expansion behaves similarly to the Hage-
dorn model at moderate µB/T < 3, but becomes inaccurate at larger chemical
potentials, overshooting the SB limit at µB/T ≈ 8.
To further clarify the phase structure of the Hagedorn model we consider
the µB − T plane (right panel of Fig. 1). The dashed black line depicts the
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Fig. 1. Left panel: Dependence of the pressure on the baryochemical potential along
the T = 155 MeV isotherm. The pressure is scaled by the corresponding value in
the Stefan-Boltzmann limit of 3-flavor QCD. Right panel: The phase structure of the
Hagedorn bag-like model in the µB-T plane. The dashed black line corresponds to the
µB-dependent Hagedorn temperature whereas the blue and red dashed lines depict the
contours corresponding to 10% and 90% eigenvolume filling fractions, respectively.
µB-dependent of the Hagedorn temperature of the quark-gluon bag spectrum in
Eq. (3). This line, defined through a transcendental equation TH = [3B/σQ(TH)]
1/4,
corresponds to the region of the phase diagram where heavy Hagedorn states
start significantly contributing to the thermodynamics. The line can roughly be
viewed as a crossover line for the transition between normal hadronic matter and
the QGP. Another interesting quantity is the eigenvolume filling fraction which
corresponds to the fraction of the whole space occupied by finite-sized particles.
The blue and red dashed lines in Fig. 1 depict the contours corresponding to
10% and 90% eigenvolume filling fractions, respectively. The matter with less
than 10% filling is dilute and very similar to a hadron resonance gas. In the
opposite side of the phase diagram one has large filling fractions, meaning that
most of the space is occupied by bags filled with QGP. The results shown in
Fig. 1 suggest that the transition between these two regimes is rather broad, not
only at µB = 0, but also in the baryon-rich region of the phase diagram.
4 Summary
The Hagedorn bag-like model with quasiparticle-type parton masses provides
a reasonable description of parton-hadron crossover at zero and finite densities
of conserved charges within a single partition function. It is thus suitable as
an input for fluid dynamical simulations of heavy-ion collisions. One possible
future extension is incorporating a hypothetical first-order phase transition in
the baryon-rich region, e.g. as outlined in Ref. [16]. Such a generalization can
then be used to predict testable signatures of a first-order transition at finite
baryon densities.
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